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Get the F**k to Work is for every poor, sad working stiff out there who has ever suffered beneath the

oppressive fist of an overbearing boss. It's also for the frustrated leader with the misfortune of

guiding the hapless, the helpless, and the hopeless.This profane romp into the trials of today's

workplace highlights the real challenges we all must face, from the distractions of social media to

the allure of the politically incorrect. But be warned: This book is definitely #NSFW!* * * * * *Words:

576Warning: Contains a butt-load of profanity. Definitely not appropriate for children. Or Human

Resources managers.
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A fun and short read that can get you through the work day as you sneak a read on your kindle and

then look around at your colleagues. Saul Tanpepper delivers a short work that is bound to get you

to chuckle.

It may not be exactly in the same vein as "Get the F to Sleep" but it's definitely a fun little read and I



must say relevant in this day and age. You will definitely recognize the people his poem talks about,

maybe it's even you :)

I only read about half through and still felt my time was wasted. It feels like a paltry attempt to match

the other book with a similiar title. The illustrations were weird, like the people drawn in don't match

the background. The wording felt very forced as well, like "So I need a word that rhymes with

work....let's see, berserk!" (Not that berserk is used, but some of the rhyming felt that way.

Go the F to Sleep was a masterpiece!! So, it was a hard act to follow, but this was definitely worth

the read! I think this one is harder for me to relate to. Having never been in management, even after

working 30 years (not my calling) I don't have as much sympathy for the "boss" as I do for all

parents. Did I see these people at work, absolutely! I didn't like them any better than the boss did,

but lazy often prevails :)

This book says what every supervisor, teacher, & parent of a teenager thinks but rarely says out

loud. Read it for a good laugh.

I laughed as hard as I did when I read the first one, I think these make you relax and laugh a little at

life.

Cute read at work- illustrations not so much. Made me laugh though :) humor is priceless- wouldn't

you agree? :)

Really too short even for a picture book. The 1940's cartoons, when people had work ethics, were

purposely juxtaposed with lack of ethics now ? To what end? How much better to use that title with

a parent saying it to an adult child, without a work ethic, so the parent can finally be released from

financial bondage when the son or daughter moves out. That would have been clever!
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